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 For those folks interested in the topic matter it is an excellent read.! This is one of the best
prepper medical books I have ever read. AN ABSOLUTE MUST HAVE Book for Preppers This is
another absolute winner and will need to have book by the author of Mini Med School.!!!!!!! It isn't
your basic medical publication that regurgitates the same kind of information that you get in a
simple first aid class and it is not really a how exactly to do surgery publication that's unrealistic
for the average person. That is a book to help keep you and yours healthful when the stuff hits
the fan. If you are the medical person in your group and you are not a doctor or nurse that is a
must have.. Gives the basics plus some ideas of stocks Not really a bad book as it gives you the
fundamentals of what can fail and how to use it, nonetheless it does assume some items to be
handy that might not be. This is a very short book and I only gave it 4 superstars not due to
content but from price.! Dr.. Excellent and informative book Informative and to the point.Get this
book! The infirmation can be basic and not presented well. Highly recommended. One Star.
Chamberlain's usage of real life circumstances dating from WWII, when individuals were truly
involved in apocalyptic situations, actually helped bring home the value of the lessons. If you're
a doctor or a nurse, you need to read it also it is a nice planning tool.dark and white grainy
pictutes I returned this reserve. The pictures are black and white and quite grainy. The book is
233 pages before the appendix in huge font. Most of the pages aren't filled. I have studied this
book more than once because there are several issues in it I came across extremely useful. Five
Stars Great Three Stars interesting read Five Stars good book
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